
Math Running Records
Train-the-Trainer

In this 2-day Math Running Records Train the Trainer Workshop,
participants learn how to teach, coach and facilitate Math Running
Records! Create a school-based or district wide team of facilitators! 
Do it now!  Change the face of fluency instruction in your school or
district today!

www.mathrunningrecords.com
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Each Participant receives the book Math Running
Records, access to the conference digital file and all
the PowerPoints and video links to turnkey the
work. There are also 2 video follow-up meetings
throughout the year to coach the team. Math
Running Records is the basic fact fluency assessment.
In this engaging educational and resource-filled
institute, participants will learn how to teach,
coach and facilitate the implementation of Math
Running Records! 
 
Math running records are tools that help teachers
identify students’ fluency levels. Math Running
Records allow teachers to see the strategies a
student uses to make meaning of individual facts
as well as approaches to numbers as a whole. The
assessments provide an analysis of flexibility,
efficiency, accuracy and instant recall.  Math
Running Records reveal information about student
strategy levels and can be used to identify an
instructional fluency level for individual students.
There are running records for addition, subtraction,
multiplication and division.

What's Included:
✔ Math Running Records in Action the  book

✔ Access to the conference digital files

✔ Access to all PowerPoints & Video Links

www.mathrunningrecords.com
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In this Train-the-Trainer
Institute you will learn:

www.mathrunningrecords.com

Agenda Day 1:
What is a math running record?

The meaning of the 3 parts of a running record

How to administer math running records

How to analyze and interpret the data from a

math running record

How to plan effective instructional moves based

on the data

Agenda Day 2:
How to design guided math lessons/small

intervention groups based on the data

How to design ongoing math workstations that

effectively teach students in their zone of

proximal development

How to use Fluency Energizers and Routines for

Developing Fluency 10 Minutes a Day
**There is an extension option where we will come in and model the running records with a
grade or several grades.  We can also coach teachers who do them.  Extension options come
in 3, 5 or 10-day packages. Call for details.
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Top Reasons to Bring a 
Train-the-Trainer to Your District

www.mathrunningrecords.com

Districts and Schools can now create a cadre of

in-house trainers to implement Math Running

Records!

Discover how to plan for and implement Math

Running Records

Explore tools, tasks & time schedules, 

Learn innovative, hands-on games and activities

to use for instruction based on data

Understand how to fit it all in with the current

curriculum

Manage student accountability 

Discuss proven fluency workstation working

arrangements (alone, partner, small group)
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Frequently Asked Questions!

www.mathrunningrecords.com

What is Math Running Records?
Math Running Records is an assessment strategy. 
It assesses the 4 legs of fluency- accuracy, flexibility,
efficiency, automatic recall.
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Why should we do it?
It is one of many different assessment strategies
that should be incorporated into the teaching and
learning of math.  It is used to gather very specific
data about students’ basic fact fluency power. The
data allows teachers to differentiate instruction in a
meaningful way throughout the year.

When should we do it?
They should be done 3 times a year – at the
beginning, in the middle and at the end. They are
done typically during math time.

Where is it done?
It can be done anywhere in the class.  The teacher
just pulls the students aside and administers the
test.  The test usually takes around 7-11 minutes.



What students should be given a Math Running

Record? 
In the beginning of the year, teachers should test all
the students.  In Kindergarten, they are not
given until the end of the year. Depending on the
grade, different tests are administered.  For
example in first grade, the teacher would give the
addition and subtraction within 5 to see where
students are scoring.  In fifth grade the teacher
might just give a division assessment.  I tend to tell
people to assess subtraction in all the grades
because many students have trouble with
subtraction and the math running record can tell
you exactly where they are struggling.

www.mathrunningrecords.com
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                        Dr. Nicki Newton and her team will help
                        you learn everything you need to know
                        about effectively implementing Math
                  Running Records in your school or district.
              Through demonstration and hands-on
practice, this institute explains what Math Running
Records are, how to administer and analyze them,
and how to use them for ongoing classroom
assessment to focus the teaching of small groups,
math workstations and individual practice and
homework.

www.mathrunningrecords.com

Contact us for pricing:
drnicki7@gmail.com or 347-688-4927
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Schedule a training for your school or district
today! In this engaging, hands-on, minds-on
experience your trainers will be prepared to

 implement and/or expand Math Running Records
in your class, school or district!


